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SOME COMMENTS ABOUT RECENT RESULTS ON
ONE-PARAMETER NONEXPANSIVE SEMIGROUPS

Tomonari SuzuKi

Abstract

   We discuss common fixed points of one-parameter nonexpansive semigroups. In particular, we
give some comments about recent results in Suzuki's papers [J. Math. Anal. Appl., 324 (2006), 1006-

1019] and [Israel J. Math., 157 (2007), 239-257],

1. Introduction

    Let C be a subset of a Banach space E. A mapping T on C is called a
nonexpansive mapping if 11Tx- Tyll s 11x-yll for all x,yE C. We denote by F(T) the
set of fixed points of T. We know that F(T) is nonempty in the case where E is a
Hilbert space and C is bounded closed and convex; see [1-3, 7, 8] and others. A family

of mappings {T(t) : t2O} is called a one-parameter strongly c.ontinuous semigroup of
nonexpansive mappings (one-parameter nonexpansive semigroup, for short) on C if the
following are satisfied:

    (ns 1) for each t2 O, T(t) is a nonexpansive mapping on C;
    (ns 2) T(s + t) - T(s) o T(t) for all s, t ;}i O;

    (ns 3) for each xeC, the mapping tHT(t)x from [O,oo) into C is strongly

          contmuous.
We denote by F(JO7') the set of common fixed points of {T(t) : t ;}) O}, that is,

F(y"7-) - A F(T(t)).

       t;)o

We know that F(y`7V) is nonempty in the case where E is a Hilbert space and C is
bounded closed and convex; see [3, 6]. In 1967, Browder [4] proved the following
strong convergence theorem, and Reich [11] extended the theorem to uniformly smooth

Banach spaces.
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    THEoREM 1 (Browder [4]). Let C be a bounded closed convex subset of a Hilbert
space E and let T be a nonexpansive mapping on C. Let {ct.} be a sequence in (O,1)
converging to O. Fix uEC and deLfine a sequence {u.} in C by

Un = (1 - ctn) TUn + ctnU

for neN. Then {u.} converges strongly to the element of F(T) nearest to u.

    Motivated by Theorem 1, Suzuki [13, 23] proved the following theorem, which is a

one-parameter version of Theorem 1.

    THEoREM 2 ([23]). Let C be a weakly compact convex subset ofa Banach space E.
Assume that either of the following holds:

    ' E is unoformly convex with unoformly 6ateaux diJOfierentiable norm;

    ' E is unoformly smooth; or
    ' E is a smooth Banach space yvith the Opialproperty and the duality mapping J of
      E is weakly sequentially continuous at zero.

Let {T(t):tl}i O} be a one-parameter nonexpansive semigroup on C Let T be a
nonnegative real number. Let {ct.} and {t.} be sequences in R satlsfving OÅq ct. Åq 1,

OÅqT+t. and t. 7EOfor nEN, and lim. t. =lim. ct,/t. =O. Fix uEC and deLfine a
sequence {u.} in C by

                        Un == (1 - ctn)T(T+ tn)Un + ctnU

fornEN. Then {u.} converges strongly to Pu, where P is the unique sunny nonexpansive
retraction from C onto F(y,Z7W).

    In Theorem 2, we assume that {t.} converges to O, that is, {T + t.} converges. The

author thought that this condition is essential. However this is not true. In this paper,

we shall show it.

    Also, the author has studied characterizations of (common) fixed points for
nonexpansive semigroups and nonexpansive mappings; see [12, 14-22, 24-26]. We
shall give two characterizations, which concern results in [21].

2. Preliminaries

    In this section, we give some preliminaries. Throughout this paper, we denote by
N the set of positive integers, and by R the set of real numbers.

    Let E be a real Banach space. We denote by E' the dual of E. E is called
un ifo rm ly convex if for each s År O, there exists i År O such that

                              ":)c + y11
                                     Åq1-i
                                 2

for all x,yEE with llxll =: llyll =1 and Ilx-yll ;}t s. E is said to be smooth or said to

have a Gditeaux diJOflarentiable norm if the limit
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lim llX+ ty11 - 11xll

t-o t
exists for each x,yEE with llxll=11yll=1. E is said to have a uniformly Gtiteaux
diJfferentiable norm if for each yEE with llyll = 1, the limit is attained uniformly in

xEE with 11xll=1. E is said to be uniformly smooth or said to have a unoformly
Frechet differentiable norm if the limit is attained uniformly in x,yEE with
IIxll = filyll =1. E is said to have the Opialproperty [9] if for each weakly convergent

sequence {x.} in E with weak limit xo,

                      lim inf 11xn - xo 11 Åq lim inf llxn - xll

                       n- oo n- oo
holds for xEE with x 7E xo.
    Let E be a smooth Banach space. The duality mapping 1 from E into E* is
defined by
                         Åqjxr, ul(j)c)År = 1lJx I12 = 11.I(x) 112

for xEE. J is said to be }!veakly sequentially continuous at zero if for every sequence

{x.} in E which converges weakly to OEE, {J(x.)} converges weakly" to OEE'.
    We recall thata closed convex subset C ofaBanach space E is said to have the
fixed point property for nonexpansive mappings (FPP, for short) if for every bounded
closed convex subset K of C, every nonexpansive self-mapping on K has a fixed point.

We remark that if E and C satisfy the assumption in Theorem 2, then C has FPP.
    Let C and K be subsets of a Banach space E. A mapping P from C into K is
called sunny [5] if

                          P(Px + t(x - Px)) = Px

for xEC with Px+t(x- Px) EC and t ;}: O. Reich [10] proved that ifE is smooth, C
is convex and K is a subset of C, then there is at most one sunny nonexpansive
retraction from C onto K. See also [27].
    The following theorem is one of the most celebrated fixed point theorems for
families of nonexpansive mappings.

    THEoREM 3 (Bruck [6]). Suppose a weakly compact convex subset C ofa Banach
space has the fixed point property for nonexpansive mappings. Then for any commuting

family S of nonexpansive mappings on C, the set of common fixed points of S is a
nonempty nonexpansive retract of' C. That is, there exists a nonexpansive mapping P

from C onto
                                 A F(T)
                                TES
such that P2 == p.

The following lemma is well known.
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    LEMMA 1. Let {u.} be a sequence in a Banach space E and let z belong to E.
Assume that every subsequence of {u.} has a subsequence converging to z. Then {u.}
itself converges to z

                     3. Browder-type convergence theorem

    In this section, using Theorem 2, we generalize Theorem 2. We also state some
comments on Theorem 2.

    THEoREM 4. Let E, C and{T(t) :t2O} be as in Theorem 2. Let {ct.} and{t.} be
sequences in R satisfving
    ( i ) O Åq ctn Åq 1, O f{g t. and s. := lim inf. lt. - t. I År O for n e N;

    (ii) {t.} is bounded;
    (iii) liMn ctn/Sn =O•

Fix uEC and deLfine a sequence {u.} in C by

                          Un == (1 - ctn)T(tn)Un + ctnU

.fornEN Then {u.} converges strongly to Pu, where P is the unique sunny nonexpansive
retraction from C onto F(JJ7).

    REMARK. From the proof below, we obtain lim. s. =O.

    PRooF. Let {f(n)} be an arbitrary subsequence of {n}. Then since {t.} is
bounded, there exists a subsequence {g(n)} of {n} such that {tf.g(.)} converges to
some nonnegative real number T. We note sf.g(.) f{{ IT- tf.e(.)1 for all nEN, which
implies

                              lim ctfog(n) =o.
                             n-' co tfo.q (n) - T

By Theorem 2, {uf.g(.)} converges strongly to Pu. Since {f(n)} is arbitrary, we obtain

that {u.} converges strongly to Pu. O
    We give an example of sequences {ctn} and {tn}.

    ExAMpLE 1. Define functions f and g from N into NU{O} by

                    f(n) - max {k ENu {o} k(k2+ 1) Åq .}

and
                                   f(n) (f(n) + 1)
                          g(n) =n-
                                         2

for n6N. Define sequences {ct.} and {t.} in R by

                           11 1                      tn =2g(n) + i. and ctn = 2?tiin
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for nEN. Then {ct.} and {t.} satisfy the assumptions in Theorem 4, and 1/2V is a
cluster point of {t.} for every vEN.

    REMARK. The sequence {g(n)} is

                    1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1, 2,....

    Next, we prove the following lemma, which is one of key lemmas to prove Theorem
2.

    LEMMA 2. Let C be a closed convex subset ofa Banach space E with thefZxedpoint
property for nonexpansive mappings. Let {T(t) :t ;}i O} be a one-parameter nonexpansive

semigroup on C. Let A be a nenempty weakly compact convex subset of C and let T be a
nonnegative real number such that the following hold:
    . A is T(T)-invariant.
    ' If yEA satisLfies T(T)y= y, then T(t)yEA for all t }i: O.

Then {T(t) :t) O} has a common fixed point in A.

    PRooF. Put D=AnF(T(T)). Then since A has FPP, D is nonempty. By
Bruck's theorem (Theorem 3), there exists a nonexpansive retraction P from A onto D.
Fix yED and t l}t O. From the second assumption, we have T. (t)yEA. We also have

                 T(t)y - T(t) o T(T)y - T(t+ T)y - T(T) o T(t)y

and hence T(t)yEF(T(T)). Therefore T(t)yED. This means that D is T(t)-invariant
for all t2O. For each t;}i O, we define a mapping S(t) on A by S(t) =T(t)oP. We
shall show that {S(t):t2 O} is a one-parameter nonexpansive semigroup on A. For

x,yEA, we have

         llS(t)jx - S(t)Jvll - llT(t) o Pjx - T(t) o Pyll s; 11Pjx; - Pyll s{; 11x- .yll•

That is, S(t) is a nonexpansive mapping on A. Since S(t)AcD, we have
P o S( t) = S(t) and hence

             S(s) o S(t) == T(s) oPo S(t) - T(s) o S(t) - T(s) o T(t) o P

                      == T(s+ t) oP == S(s+ t)

for all s,t2O. The strong continuity of (tHS(t)x) is obvious. Therefore we have
shown that {S(t):t2}i O} is a one-parameter nonexpansive semigroup on A. By using
Bruck's theorem (Theorem 3) again, there exists a common fixed point zEA of
{S(t) :t;}i O}. We have z=S(1)zED and hence Pz == z. So, for every t}it O, we
have

                         z= S(t)z = T(t) o Pz = T(t)z.

That is,zisacommon fixed point of {T(t):t20}. D
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    Finally, we prove the following proposition, which shows that the condition
limn ctn/tn =O is essential in Theorem 2.

    PRoposmoN 1. Let E be the two dimensional real Hilbert space andput C=E.
Defi'ne a one-parameter linear nonexpansive semigroup {T(t):t;) O} on C by

                        T(')[l]=[gPnS((tl'l+M8o':X');]

for all (x, y) E C and t ;}t O. Put u = (1, O). Let {ct.} and {t.} be sequen ces in R
satisfying OÅq ct. Åq 1 andOÅq t. for nEN, and lim. ct. = lim. t. == O. DeLfine a sequence

{u.} in C by

                          Un = (1 m ctn)T(tn)Un + ctnU

.for nEN. Then the following are eeuivalent:
    (i) {un} converges to (O,O);
    (ii) liMn orn/tn =O hOldS.

    PRooF. We note F(y'7')={(O,O)}. By Theorem 2, (ii) implies (i). Let us prove
that (i) implies (ii). We assume (i). For ctE(O,1) and tG(O,oo), we put x(ct,t) and
y(ct,t) by

                    - ct [ct+2(1-ct) sin2(t/2)1             r +;•c(ct• t) 1

             Ly(ct7 t) ]- 4(1 - ct) sin2(t/2) + ct2 L (1 - ct) sin(t) ]'

It is easy to verify that

                      [l(&ll),]-=(i-ct)T(t)[IEct.lt,l]...

That is, un = (x(ctn,tn),y(ctn,tn)) for nEN. Arguing by contradiction, we assume
limsup. ctn/tn ÅrO. Thus, 0:=liminfn tn/ct.Åq oo. We choose a subsequence {f(n)}
of {n} such that lim. tf(.)/ctf(.) == 0. We have

                 O = Jrmi-,M. X(ctf(n)7 tf(n))

                   - lim ctf(n)(ctf(n) +2(1 - ctf(n)) sin2(tf(.)/2))

                   - "-oo 4(1 - ctf(n)) sin2(tf(n)/2) + ctf2(.)

                   =, i,. i "2(' - ctf(n))(SM,,(lf.,(n/'2/2))2'f2n) Åíf,(,z),

                     nll-'oo (imctf(n))(SM,,(l'.,`"/',/2))2(8f,(,Z',)2+i

1

                    o2 +1'
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                           4. Characterizations

    The following theorem is essentially proved in [21]. We give a simple proof of it.

    THEoREM 5 ([21]). Let {T(t) :t }) O} be a one-parameter noneupansive semigroup on

a subset C ofa Banach space E. DeLfine a nonexpansive mapping Sfrom C into E by

                         sx = 2Jooo exp(-zs)T(s)x ds

for xE C, where AÅrQ Then F(S) == F(yj7) holds.

    PRooF. It is obvious that F(S)DF(./'7i). Let us prove the converse inclusion.
Let zEC be a fixed point of S. For neN, we put

                    M. = max{IiT(t)z- T(O)zll : O sg tg n}

and M= sup. M.. For every nEN, we choose L. ER satisfying

                O rsg L. s{ n and M. = 11 T(L.)z- T(O)zll•

We consider the following three cases:

    A. M--O
    B. MÅrO and liMSUP. Ln Åq oO
    C. MÅrO and liMSUP. Ln == oo
    (Case A) In this case, T(O)z is acommon fixed point of{T(t):t2O}. Hence

                       z= Sz

                         = 2 S,OO exp(-zs) T(s + o)z ds

                        = A S,oo exp(-Zs)T(s) o T(o)z ds

                        = A J,OO exp(-As)T(o)z ds

                        - T(O)z.

Thus, z e I7(-07V).

    (Case B) We put L=limsup. L.. Then it is obvious that fiIT(L)z- T(O)zll = M.
We choose iÅrO such that

                           llT(t)z - T(O)zll Åq M/2

for tE [O,i]. We have

      M - 11T(L)z - T(O)zll

         g IiT(L)z - zll
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       - IlT(L)z- Szli

       s{; Z J,co exp(-zs)llT(L)z - T(s)zllds

       =- A J,L exp(-2s)"T(L)z - T(s)ztlds + A J.L'(S exp(-zs)11T(L)z - T(s)z1Ids

         + Z J.co.,. exp('Zs) 11 T(L)z - T(s)z" ds

       :fg A J,L exp(-As)"T(L - s)z - T(o)z"ds

         + A J.L'6 exp(-zs)"T(s - L)z - T(o)zllds

         + Z J,oo., exp(-Zs) ll T(s - L)z - T(o)z" ds

       s z J,L exp(-As)M ds + A J.L'6 exp(-zs)M/2 ds

         + A JLoo.ti exp(-zs)M ds

       =- M(i - exp(-AL) + eXP(iAL) - eXP(mASL + i)) + exp(-2(L + 6)))

       ... M(1 - eXp(i2L) + exp(-2SL +6)))

       ÅqM,

which implies a contradiction.

   (Case C) We choose6År0such that

                    11T(t)z - T(O)zll Åq min{M/3, 1}

for tE [O,i]. For k,nGN and tE [O,L.], we have

        llT((k + 1)Ln + t)Z m T(Ln)zll

           s ll T(kL. + t)z - T(O)zll

              k
           S 2 llT(1'Ln)Z - T((1' - 1)Ln)zll + 11T(kLn + t)z rm T(kLn)zll

             j=1
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            k         s 2 llT(L.)z - T(O)zll + IIT(t)z- T(O)zll

           1'--1

         :f; (k + 1)Mn•

Hence, for nEN with iÅqL. and min{M/3,1}Åq M./2, we have

       Mn = llT(Ln)z - T(O)Zll

         s il T(L.)z - zll

         - UT(L.)z - Szll

         g 2 J,oo exp(-Zs)l1T(L.)z - T(s)z11ds

         = A J,L"Mi exp(-zs) ll T(L.)z - T(s)zllds

           + A lin-, exp(-As) ll T(L.)z - T(s)zll ds

           + i iiln exp(-As) 11 T(L.)z - T(s)zfilds

           + A S., li,k:2Sil' exp('As)llT(Ln)z - T(s)zllds

         ,E{ A J,L"-6 exp(-As)"T(L. - s)z - T(o)zllds

           + A j.L."-,. exp(-ls) 11 T(L. - s)z - T(O)zllds

           + A lifrn exp(-As)"T(s - L.)z - T(o)ztlds

           + 2 IS.i, J:,k;2, j.Li exp(-zs) 11 T(L.)z - T(s)zll ds

         s z JoLn-b' exp(-zs)M. ds

           + A J.L."r,s exp(mAs) Mn /2 ds
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              + A Jifr" exp(-is) M. ds

              + A S.i Jikkl2i ji: exp(-As) (k + i)M. ds

            == (1 - eXP(-Z(Ln - 6)))Mn

              + (eXP(-Z(Ln - 6)) - eXP(mALn))Mn/2

              + (exP(-ZLn) - eXP(-Z2Ln))Mn

                oo              + 2(exp(-A(k + 1)Ln) - exp(rmA(k + 2)Ln))(k + 1)Mn

                k=-1

            = Mn - (eXP(mA(Ln - bh)) + eXP('ALn))Mn/2

                co              + 2 exp(-ZkLn)Mn
                k:-1

            = Mn - (eXP(-Z(Ln - i)) + eXP(-ZLn))Mn/2

                 exp(-ZL.)
                           Mn7              +                1 - exp(-AL.)

which implies

                                         2                    O g -exP(Zi) - 1 + 1 - exp(-zL.) '

Since lim sup. L. = oo, we obtain O f{ -exp(Ai)+1. This is a contradiction. O

    Similarly, we can prove a characterization for single nonexpansive mappings.

    THEoREM 6. Let T be a nonexpansive mapping on a subset C ofa Banach space E.
DeLfine a nonexpansive mapping S from C into E by

                                   co                        Sx = (1 - r) 2r"7i Tnx

                                  n=1

for xEC vvhere rE(O,1). Then F(S) ==F(T) holds.

    PRooF. S is nonexpansive because
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                             co              llSx - Syll s;; (1 - r) 2r"LiIIT"x - Tny"

                             n=1
                             oo                      g (1 - r) 2r"-iIIjx - .]vll - Hx - .Jvll

                             n=:1
for all x,yEC. It is obvious that F(S) =) F(T). Let us prove the converse inclu-
sion. Let zEC be a fixed point of S. Arguing by contradiction, we assume that z is
not a fixed point of T. We put TOz=z. We also put

                   Mn == max{11Tjz -zll : 1 :{I j Åq- n}

for nEN and M=sup. M.. We note M;}i M. ;}) MiÅrO. For every nEN, we
choose L.EN satisfying L.gn and M.=IITLnz-zll. We consider the following
two cases:
   A. IiM SUPn Ln Åq oo
   B. IiM SUPn Ln = oo
   (Case A) We put L = lim sup. L.. Then it is obvious that 11 TLz - zll = M. For

every nEN, we have

        M- 11 TLz - zll

          -= IITLz - SzH

                 oo          s (1 - r) 2rkL'IIT`z - Tkzli

                 k-1

                 L-1 oo          s{ (1 - r) 2rk-i ll TLmkz - zll + (1 - r) 2 rk-' 11 Tk=Lz - zll

                 k=1 k=L+1
                 L-1 oo          s (1 - r) IIIi) rk-iM+(1 - r) 2 rk-iM

                 k=1 k=L+1
          = (1 - rL-i)M+ rLM

          ÅqM.

This is a contradiction.

   (Case B) For k,f,nEN with 1 f{gf:{; L., we have

       llT(k+i)LnVz - TLnzll s; 11TkLn+gez- zll

                         k                      s; 2 11TfL"z - T(j-')Lnzll + 11TkLn"z - TkLnzll

                        ]L-1
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                        k                      ff;; 2 IITL"z- zll + ll T8z - zll

                        1=-1

                      S{ (k + 1)Mn•

Hence

       M. = liTL"z-zll

         = IITLnz- Szll

                 co         -Åq (1 - r) 2rk-illTL"z- Tkzll

                k=1

                Ln-1 2Ln         s{ (1 - r) 2 rkua'll TL"-kz - zll + (1 - r) 2 rk-i ll Tk-L"z - zll

                k=:1 k=Ln+1
                  co Ln           + (1 - r) 22 r(i'i)L"'i-rmi llTL"z - T(i+i)L"+jzll

                  i-ua1 1'-1

                Ln-1 2Ln          s{ (1-r) 2rk-iM.+(1-r) 2 rk-iM.
                k==1 k==Ln+1
                  oo Ln           + (1 - r) 22 r(i'i)L"'jL'(i + 1)M.

                  i=1 j-1
         = M. (1 - rLn-1 + rLn - r2Ln + #.1 (r('+1)Ln . r('+2)Ln)(l + 1))

         =: Mn (i - rLnmi + E.Ii]i riL")

         = Mn (1 - rL"Tl + 1 ILi' L.),

which implies

                                  1                        Os -r-i+ .
                                1-rLn

Since lim sup. L.= oo, we obtain Og-r-i+1. This is a contradiction. D
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